


The Chronicles of T-Pan is a 3-part online publication by SAVOY GERACOPOL, 
formerly SAVOIE de LACY, in conjunction with Yonel Wateneʼs (artist and director 
of SAVOY G.) month long residency at Casa Lu, Tlalpan Centro, Mexico City. T-Pan 
is a fictional character whose described as an “aggressive, almost dirty rugby 
player who doesnʼt like to follow the rules,” which is summarised in the second half 
of the title i.e. a madman with the pill, meaning that “heʼs mad with a rugby ball in 
hand, running down the paddock on a cold winterʼs morning.” T-Panʼs persona is 
referential of Wateneʼs imminent solo exhibition at Casa Lu, titled rugby ball, open-
ing October 14 2017. 

Watene states “I wanted to identify my projects at Casa Lu with something very 
Kiwi, but nothing cliche, like the actual Kiwi bird or something typical like that. I 
think rugbyʼs typical in a way, but not so much in an fine arts setting. I think a rugby 
ball as a representation of Kiwi culture is kind of fitting. Weʼre not talking about the 
game, itʼs culture or the players, weʼre talking about an oval ball. Soccer balls are 
round and everywhere throughout Latin America. A rugby ball, something weʼre so 
familiar with, is so foreign to Mexicans, from itʼs oval shape to the way itʼs bounced 
or handled, or even kicked. Metaphorically speaking, I feel like Iʼm presenting a 
rugby ball on behalf of Aotearoa, and Mexico is presenting a soccer ball to me, 
and weʼre talking about the different balls … which is a discussion that comes with 
a lot more than that. Itʼs a conversation about our different cultures, and our differ-
ent ways of life. Thatʼs cultural exchange. Thatʼs what this is really about. This rugby 
ball represents all that.”

The first part of the T-Pan series, Starting 15 for E.C.B., references the number of 
players fielded in a rugby match per side (15), whereas E.C.B. refers to East Coast 
Bays Rugby Club, the club his older brothers, Justin and Secombe, played for as 
children. This publication will focus on Centro de Tlalpan, a group show organised 
by Watene and featuring New Zealand artists which will open on October 7 2017. 
Referencing team sports and sports club is almost ironic in this instance, as the 
group show is strongly founded on the artistʼs autonomy. The group shows core 
theme is to: facilitating cultural exchange between Mexico and New Zealand; find  
alternative ways to show art outside of New Zealand, and also outside of tradition-
al exhibition formats.” The group show features work by Nick Austin, Manu Berry, 
Nicholas J Boyd, Barry Cleavin, Scott Flanagan, Selena Gerzic, Ewan McDougall 
and Rachel Perry.

Part two, Nimzo & Bogo, references classical chess moves from the Modernist era, 
mainly in tribute to Dadaʼs champion Marcel Duchamp, a major influence on 

Wateneʼs 3-dimensional work. The title references the decision making process in 
and outside of chess, and how we refer to  these decisions as “making a move,” in 
chess as well as in life. One ʻmoveʼ that played an important role in art history was 
Duchampʼs decision to abandon art-making in favour of chess in 1923. Celebrated 
as an iconic Modernist master, and a major influence on key Post Modern artists 
such as Robert Rauschenberg (often touted as the pioneer of Neo Dadaism),  
Duchampʼs practicing art career arguably spanned from 1904-05 (the years he 
spent studying at Academie Julian) to 1923, whereas his professional interest in 
chess spanned from around 1923 until his death in 1968 - meaning he dedicated 
roughly 20 years to practicing art, the profession heʼs most known for, compared 
to more than 40 years investment into chess. This observation makes his ʻmoveʼ all 
the more grand and peculiar. Nimzo & Bogo focuses on two bodies of Wateneʼs 
work, Auckland City and the paintings he will complete during his residency. Auck-
land City will focus on an assortment of sculptural work and installations that 
present architectural alternatives to Auckland Cityʼs current infrastructure and 
economy, which address issues such as: housing demand, inflation and homeless-
ness. His paintings will loosely explore his diverse oeuvre and interests in modern 
cultures, autobiographic narratives and art history. 

Part three, Sorting Hat, references the Sorting Hat in Harry Potter, and how it sorts 
1st-year students into the ʻhouseʼ theyʼre most suited for. These ideas relate to 
Wateneʼs attempt to “sort out new ideas, and resolve some older ones.” Sorting 
Hat will focus on two experimental works: The Ritual, a performance work; and The 
Legend of the White Plastic Sax (1959 is more important than anything I have to 
say), a video work (the title references Ornette Colemanʼs famed plastic 
saxophone. Legend tells that he was robbed and assaulted in Louisiana, with his 
sax being destroyed in the process. He bought a plastic sax because thatʼs all he 
could afford. He recorded The Shape of Jazz to Come (1959), the most radical 
jazz album of all time, with this plastic sax). This 3-part structure allows for a diverse 
discussion that covers the core projects involved with Wateneʼs residency (the group 
show, 3D works, paintings, performance and video), where each narrative is given 
space to articulate and form true to its intentions. During intervals, cartoons about 
T-Panʼs adventures will feature throughout The Chronicles.   
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A donde fueras, haz lo que
vieras.

Casa Lu artist-in-residence, Tlalpan Centro, CDMX, Mexico; photo by Guadelupe Quesada.
Above text roughly translates to “when in Rome, do as the Romans do.”
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Tiger Tea by Manu Berry, wood-cut print on paper, 31.5x30.5cm (framed), 2016 - $500; Untitled by Rachel Peary, acrylic on framed silk, 33.5x24cm, 2017 - $650
Untitled by Barry Cleavin, digital print, A4, AP, 2016 - $1,200; Horse by Selena Gerzic, acrylic, glitter and resin on canvas, 40x30cm, 2017 - $750
Happy birthday to you by Nick Austin, marker on printed paper, A4, 2015 - POA; DOOM by Scott Flanagan, pencil on found paper, A5 (framed), 2017 - $500

Rakapoody by Ewan McDougall, oil on canvas, 60x44cm, $1200; Untitled by Barry Cleavin, digital print, A4, AP, 2016 - $1,200;
Untitled by Nicholas J Boyd, oil on wood,35.5x20.5cm 2017 - $1000.



YEEHAA by Ewan McDougall, oil on board, 30x30cm, $1100; All Nighter by Ewan McDougall, oil on canvas, 40x30cm, $900



For all enquiries please email Guadelupe Quesada (Director of Casa Lu): casalu@gmail.com

www.casalu.org
www.savoiedelacy.com
www.yonelwatene.com

Images by Agustin Quesade; Words by Yonel Watene; Centro de Tlalpan co-curated by Yonel
Watene and Guadelupe Quesada; images courtesy of the artists.

copyright SAVOY GERACOPOL 2017.



This small exhibition is born from a long desire to share Kiwi 
art and culture with the world. This is a great ambition of 
mine. I believe in our heritage. I'm a total believer. 100%. 
24/7. I'm always thinking about how we can get the word 
out there, together. Finding new ways to present art in new 
cities, and even new countries, is like an obsession to me. I'm 
all about find alternative ways to present art outside of 
traditional modes. Easier, more efficient, better, less risk - I 
want all this is my life. These ideas were the foundation of my 
gallery, SAVOIE de LACY. I know it can be done. People are 
doing this and I think we should talk about it. I can't even get 
to my own idea without talk about the general topic, really. 
The moral of this story is "if you can travel, you can take art 
and show it." We can share and be generous, industrious 
people if we try. Here are three examples of how people do 
just that:

1) Young galleries are finding alternatives to art fairs. Condo 
New York is a great example. How it works is out-of-town 
galleries (usually internationally based) lease out local 
gallery spaces or pop-up retail stores, where they hold 
exhibitions. The out-of-towners get cosy and show at their 
new, temporary home as a part of a wider, blanket event, 
which acts as an alternative to art fairs (e.g. Condo New 
York).  These events go on longer than art fairs (months 
compared to days), and the galleries post up in this new city, 
too, giving them the chance to develop relationships with 
locals. This is a great way for new galleries to introduce new 
artists to different cities. Also, they can avoid large costs 
associated with art fairs. They also don't have to compete 
with blue chip, mega galleries (at least not so directly). It's a 
classic "solution to all your problems" situation and I love it. I 
thought this idea was really clever. You can read more about 
it here: 
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-young-galler-
ies-seek-alternatives-art-fairs-promising-solution-emerged 

2) Another honorary mention would be Bortolami Galleries 
Artist/City program. This experimental concept is so 
off-its-head. What Stefania Bartolami does is she pairs an 
artist with a space outside of his or her hometown. This 
exhibition goes on for a year and are usually site-specific. 
The Artist/City program helps her and her artists to grow 
outside of the galleries geographic restrictions, and is also an 
alternative to traditional gallery exhibitions and art fairs. It's 
a great way to expand their operation without opening new 
sites. Artists also get a lot more creative freedom and time to 
do what they want to do. You can read about Artist/City 
here: http://bortolamigallery.com/artistcity/

3) I also want to mention Pack Lite, a show organised by 
New Zealand artist Stella Corkery. I actually don't know 
much about this show, other then that she packed her bags 
with Kiwi art and held shows in New York, Los Angeles and 
Auckland. I think they went for 3 hours each. I'm not sure. I 
would love to talk to her about it. I'm pretty sure she literally 
"packed light" (i.e. small, light artwork), making it easier for 
her to transport the work (which probably travelled with her 
on her flights around the world). I need to mention this show, 
because it's a great homegrown alternative to showing art in 
new places, and I like it. Packing light seems so simple, but 
it's actually a very clever way around freight costs.

I think it's prudent to talk about the wider context of alterna-
tives to presenting art. Homage needs to be paid where it's 
due. The references I make don't even skim the top off of 
what is, quite essentially, a strong history of Darwinian-like 
adaptation within the art world. Whatever idea I come up 
with, it's a part of a bigger picture, and I want you to remem-
ber that. To understand this, I think we need to talk about 
why we adapt. First, I think we should also ask why we need 
alternatives in the first place? The only reason why we need 
an alternative to anything is because the old way 

isn't working. Here are some of the issues the 'old way' 
presents us: 1) Art fairs aren't cheap, and are extremely 
competitive i.e. suicide for small fish; 2) Galleries being 
specific to one or two locations hinders geographic reach, 
and galleries don't usually pop-up like McDonalds; 3) 
Artworks size is directly correlated with freight costs, and the 
bigger the work the more you pay (and you can either front 
the dough or not). 

Examples 1-3 solve issues 1-3 by presenting alternatives that 
are cheaper and more efficient, with similar results ... or at 
least different results, and different's good - itʼs key to innova-
tion. Talking about results, these alternatives accomplish 
something that's very important - they get the work out there, 
to new people in new cities, and sometimes even new coun-
tries. It keeps us in the game. It levels out the playing field. 
Leaner art operations need to adapt and transform so we 
can compete with the fatter beasts and tackle impeding  
obstacles. These alternatives do exactly that - they help turn 
lean art operations into mobile, fully-operational tanks that 
do what they were made to do i.e. present art. I totally want 
to do something like this. I want to find an alternative way to 
show art outside of Aotearoa, with relative ease and little to 
no risk. Why wouldn't I?

I'm partaking in an artist residency at Casa Lu, Mexico City, 
this September. It's a self funded artist-in-residency that's 
probably one of maybe a dozen residencies Kiwi artists will 
partake in in 2017 (NB I just guessed the amount of Kiwi's 
doing residencies this year, so correct me if I'm wrong). 
Obviously this residency is going to be a great way for me to 
grow as an artist, but I won't talk too much about that right 
now. What I want to do is talk about how I saw this residency 
as an opportunity to show New Zealand artists in Mexico 
City. I thought to myself "if I could get a bunch of artists to 
give me some small work, I could totally put a show on at 
Casa Lu." I also thought that it wouldn't be that hard, either. I 
could take the artwork over on the plane, like Stella. The 
results would be astronomical compared to the effort, and I 
could invest in artists I adore at the same time. If you had told 
me two years ago that I would be showing great New 
Zealand artists in Mexico City, while doing a residency, I 
would say "you're dreaming mate!" Talk about five birds with 
one, big stone. Itʼs a totally comic win.

As an artist organising a show, I don't like to be too idealis-
tic. The artist's I've picked were solely chosen because I think 
they're great. I love all their work. Some of them are my 
heroes and good friends. Some of them I've only just met. 
They don't work together any better than other artist line-ups. 
They don't live up to the shows ideals better than any other 
artists would. In fact, the only core idea to the show is that 
it's an alternative way to present art outside of Aotearoa, 
and also outside of traditional exhibition models. The artists 
themselves actually don't work together at all, and I think 
that's great. Unlike other shows, this ones not about cohe-
sion. Right now, perfect is yuck compared to just doing it, 
and their inclusion is them doing just that - getting it done i.e. 
showing in Mexico City. I didn't want to organise some 
'super' group show that would define these artists lives. I 
wanted to organise a show that'll be a little treat on their CV, 
kind of like that time you said a really funny joke at a party 
and everyone laughed. It's a nice memory that makes you 
smile, but it doesn't define you. 

Finally, I would like to say that this is probably going to be 
the last show I organise for awhile. Maybe even ever - who 
knows? I don't think I like organising shows. I'm definitely not 
a curator. I'm an artist. I want to organise this show for very 
good reasons, mainly for justice. I think we need justice in 
our lives right now. If I can pull this off then thatʼs one small 
justice for us all, and I think it's the right thing to do, even if 
it's a pain. We got to soldier through sometimes! 

Love YW.

FINAL WORDS BY YVES


